Radiant Logic Federated Identity and Directory Service Establishes Market
Leadership in Large Identity Integration & Digital Transformation Projects
Company Marks Solid Growth and Profitability in 2018

LAS VEGAS, NV, December 3, 2018: Radiant Logic will demonstrate the latest version of its enterprisegrade RadiantOne Federated Identity and Directory Service (FID) at the Gartner IAM tradeshow in Las
Vegas from December 3-5, 2018. RadiantOne, the company’s innovative identity integration platform,
combines the flexibility and richness of virtualization with the power and scale of a big-data directory.
Fortune 1000 companies use RadiantOne to solve critical identity integration issues, secure their DevOps after M & A, divestitures, and reorganization, and enable new application deployments.
“This year has been all about asserting our value for large scale and complex identity integration
projects,” says Michel Prompt, Radiant Logic Founder and CEO. “We’ve seen larger deployments than
ever, thanks to the combination of our integration layer and HDAP, our big-data directory. Some of our
long-standing customers in healthcare, insurance, banking, and retail are leveraging new ways to
integrate, store, and scale identities from multiple sources for potentially millions of users, which is very
exciting. We believe this takes RadiantOne far beyond the category of a point solution for identity
integration, and toward a complete identity service.”
“A federated identity and directory service enabled our integration team to take on new projects,” says
Mark Oehler, Identity Management Integration Analyst at Transamerica. “In the past, every new
acquisition or change in business requirements meant potentially making modifications to every
application, adding time and complexity. Identity virtualization let us consolidate our directory
infrastructure, effectively removing integration as a critical roadblock for every new project, and gaining
business agility.”
In 2018, Radiant Logic maintained its consistent and profitable growth trajectory, increasing its revenue
by 25%.
Use Case Extension for Identity Administration, Federation, and Cloud Provisioning
2018 has also been a transitional year for RadiantOne use cases and product extensions. Cloud-based
directories are an increasingly vital component of the identity infrastructure. The ability to abstract,
integrate, and transform complex identity data from disparate sources has proven to be an important
tool for enterprises looking to secure, synchronize, and provision identities to the cloud. By
consolidating multiple on-premises and cloud-based identity sources, RadiantOne simplifies both SSO
and provisioning to cloud applications.
Companies are also using the federated identity and directory service to support policy-based
orchestration and regulatory compliance. RadiantOne can now power essential IGA initiatives, enabling
large and complex enterprises to reuse IGA identity warehouses as a central, integrated repository for
other identity projects. It reduces integration time for leading IGA solutions by acting as a specialized
connector for directories, enabling a feedback synchronization loop and a better ROI for provisioning

projects. Coupled with the scalable RadiantOne HDAP directory, the integrated identity hub supports an
IGA platform’s Customer Portal or Vendor Registration Management tools to build a superior customer
experience, improve time to market, and drive digital transformation initiatives.
“IGA

solutions excel at correlating and pulling together crucial information for auditing and compliance,”
says Dieter Schuller, VP of Business Development at Radiant Logic. “A federated identity and directory
service can transform this distributed data into a unified directory, so you can provide a single,
authoritative source of authentication and authorization for your WAM or federation portal. RadiantOne
is helping customers to do more with their Identity Governance and Administration products they’re
already using.”
Learn how Identity Integration & Virtualization Forms the Foundation for IAM
Radiant Logic will be at the Gartner IAM conference in Las Vegas from December 3-5, 2018. The
conference will also feature a unique panel of Radiant Logic customers sharing their successes and costsavings with RadiantOne. Representatives from Transamerica, General Electric and LinkedIn will discuss
how they leveraged their existing directories to meet new business initiatives.
Don’t miss this session on Tuesday, December 4 at 10:15AM in Augustus I, and visit Radiant Logic at
booth #201 at the Gartner IAM conference to get a demo of RadiantOne, Radiant Logic’s
groundbreaking federated identity and directory service.

About Radiant Logic:
As the market-leading provider of federated identity systems based on virtualization, Radiant Logic
delivers simple, standards-based access to all identity within an organization. The RadiantOne FID
federated identity and directory service enables customizable identity views built from disparate data
silos—along with scalable sync and storage—to drive critical authentication, authorization, and
provisioning decisions for WAM, federation, cloud, and cloud directory deployments. Many Fortune 1000
companies rely on RadiantOne FID to deliver quick ROI by reducing administrative effort, simplifying
integration and storage, and building a flexible infrastructure to meet changing business demands. For
more information, visit www.radiantlogic.com
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